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Facts About Workptace Harassment
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of women have experienced gender
harassment
70%

Half of atl women have been sexually harassed
Workplace harassment = 1/3 of EEOC chargesMale sexual harassment claims = 16% of charges
707o

of workers of color experience harassment

of female victims wi[[ discuss with famity;
to 3 / 4 of victims witt tatk with friends
75% of victims never complain to their employer
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#MeToo had been retweeted nearly 2 mitlion times
across 85 countries by tate October 2017
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What is the Current Ctimate?
Public opinion (and community outcry) are not
based on legal standards
Legat definitions

for "sexuat harassment" have

not changed
Employers in the news may be acting on public
outrage (or fear of outrage) or optics
regardless of whether conduct is actionable
Public attention focuses on allegations
Atthough complete investigations may have
taken ptace that is not known or reported
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What's the "Rea[ Life" Problem?

Unacceptable and inappropriate behavior is
being reported that does not meet the legal or
employer poticy definition of harassment
#MeToo posts describe iltegal and inappropriate

conduct by:

-The

comedian

-The misinterpretation

-Goodlovin'gone -Thenever-ending

bad
-The vindictive

co-worker
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-The open secret
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One Snapshot of Work in 2017
2017 New York Times survey of

.

19%

61 5 men at work revealed:
totd sexual stories or jokes that some might consider

offensive

.

16% made remarks

that some might consider sexist or

offensive

.

7%

.

1%

.

4% made

disptayed, used or distributed materiats (tike videos
or cartoons) that some might consider sexist/suggestive

attempted to draw someone into discussion of sexual
matters even though the person did not want to join in
gestures or used body language of a sexual
nature, which embarrassed or offended someone
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One Snapshot of Work in 2017
2017 New York Times survey of

.

4%

61 5 men

at work revealed:

continued to ask someone for dates, drinks or dinner

even though he or she said no

.

attempts to estabtish a romantic sexual
relationship with someone despite that person's efforts
to discourage it
3% made

.

touched someone in a way that made him or her feel
uncomfortable

2%

.

1% made uninvited attempts to stroke, fondle or kiss
someone

.
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offered or imptied rewards if someone engaged in
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#MeToo is the tip of the iceberg
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Opportunities Created by #MeToo

.
'
.

Has raised awareness
Has encouraged people who

feel
uncomfortable at work to speak up
Has encouraged others who witness

inappropriate behavior to intervene

.

Encourages employers to evaluate their
current work environment, reporting
procedures, and how cultural expectations are

communicated
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"Workplace culture has the greatest impact
on allowing harassment to flourish, or
conversely, i n preventing harassment. "
the Study of Harassment in the
Workptace, Executive Summary and Recommendations,
June 2016

EEOC Setect Task Force on
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Re-Boot a Cutture of Civitity

.
.

Evaluate your current organizational culture

Culture is tangibte - conduct and
communication

.
.

Assess and

eliminate risk

Create a respectful culture where
inappropriate behavior and harassment are not
tolerated or considered "harmtess" - make it
standard operating procedure
"That's just Joe, he doesn't mean anything by
shoutd have no

it"
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Leadership Drives Cutture

. Management must take a strong and consistent
public stand against inappropriate and harassing
behavior

.

Demonstrate commitment to a diverse, inctusive
and respectful workplace (not tip service)

.

Hold mid-tevel managers and front-line
supervisors tangibty accountable to prevent and
respond to inappropriate behavior or harassment

.

Educate teadership on respect, cuttural toterance
and tegal

ex'osure
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Evatuate Culture

. Leadership should drive a top-down evatuation
. Questions that can and shoutd be asked:
.

ls

there a discrepancy between what we say and what

we do?

. Are respectfut behaviors practiced at the top?
Leadership by exampte?

.

.

ls respect pubticly and tangibly rewarded?

Methods are limited onty by creativity and funds

.

Examples: Survey, diatogue, employee involvement
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Assess Risk and Reduce Vutnerabitities

.
.

the EEOC Checktist for Employers to assess
http*s://www.e*eoc.qov/eeoc./*!Ask-f orce/harassm
ent/ upload/ report. pdf
Use

ldentify existing harassment risk factors - for
example:

- Does your community have a homogenous workforce?
- Do employees have to fit into pre'set workplace norms?
-

Are some workers vulnerabte (young, isolated)?

-

Where are the significant power disparities?
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Employ Additionat Toots to Buitd
Harassment Resistance

. Have a strong respectful workplace policy
. Train seriously and regularly
' Empower "bystander" invotvement
. Set strategies to buitd and sustain a
harassment resistant culture
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Strengthen Your Harassment Poticy

.

Give

explicit leadership

commitment

I _f,

. Activety review at orientation \.!*
. lnclude basic examptes of

TUITS

prohibited or other
inappropriate conduct

.

Provide muttipte reporting
avenues that are readity
accessed and if possible, have

raciar diversitv
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Strengthen Your Harassment Poticy

.

lnclude "open door" policy
to bring
concerns to anyone in
atl.owing employees

management

.

Hotd perpetrators accountable
in meaningful and proportional
manner

.
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lnclude expticit prohibition of

retaliation
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Train Seriousty and Regutarty
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Weave into other conversations Such as service,

organization strategy, or citizen engagement
Conduct separate manager/supervisor training on
how to address observed harassment, or uncivil
or inappropriate behaMors, how to identify and
respond to complaints and issues
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Bystander Empowerm ent Traini
Consider inctuding bystander
training for all levels
This trains employees to:

-

Ta[k openly about inappropriate
behavior with cotleagues
Tatk with and support targets of
inappropriate conduct or
harassment

-

Cat[ out inappropriate conduct

Disrupt the situation
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Harassment Resistance Strategies

.
.

lncrease Workforce Diversity
Studies have shown:

.
.

Male-dominant management teams have
been found to tolerate, sanction or even
expect sexualized treatment of workers
Less sexual harassment occurs when
employers have women in management
Harvard Business Rewew, November

.
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inclusion at all levels

Foster
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Etiminate Risk From Power Differential

.

Ensure business based criteria for employee
progression

.

Reevaluate effectiveness in recruiting and retaining
women

.

Appty workplace rules uniformly regardless of rank
or value

.

Rethink " citizen is always right" mentality in terms
of unwelcome conduct and create response strategy
where this occurs

.

Consider eliminating isolated work rotes
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Responding to Comptaints
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Response Demonstrates Cutture

.
.

Respond promptly, thoughtfutty and thoroughly

lmplement necessary protections and determine
how to handle situation

.

Be prepared

to deat with press, public and

potiticaI figures

.

lf needed, create and maintain an investigation
plan

.
o

up front

Address
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lnvestigation Reflects Culture
Create a "living document" investigation ptan
Gather and preserve evidence
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Conduct a thorough investigation
using atl resources
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Consider the physicat and emotional
impacts from the investigation
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Document findings and report conclusions
Make determination and communicate

to

involved parties
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Prohibit Retatiation
. A cutture of anti-retaliation for reporting
harassment and other inappropriate behavior
is

critical

. Continue to monitor situation post-complaint
. Anti-retaliation poticy and culture should be
reiterated in writing and verbally throughout
response and investigation process
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QUESTTONS?

(608)661 -3966

jha[[@vonbriesen.com
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This presentation is prepared to provide infomation for the subjtrt
matter covered. lt is presented in conjunction with an oral
presentation. This outtine shoutd not be utitized as a subject or in
tieu of tegat seryices in specific situations. lf tegat advice or other
exDert assistance is reouired. the seryices of an attomev shoutd be
soight. This presentatidn is 6wned and copyrighted by the program
preaenter and may not be reproduced without the express written
pemission of the presenter.
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